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Science–Faith Lecture and Discussion 
God in the Science Lab: Curiosity, awe and the meaning of life 
Dr Ruth Bancewicz, Faraday Institute, Cambridge 

Monday 5th March 7.30 – 8.45 pm 
Trinity Meeting Place, Essex St. Norwich NR2 2BJ 

 
Dr Ruth Bancewicz, a research scientist-turned-communicator from Cambridge, will explore 
how scientific curiosity can lead towards deeper questions about our place in the natural world. 

On Monday 5th March, she will give a talk and lead a discussion entitled “God in the Science 
Lab: curiosity, awe and the meaning of life”. 

 
Every scientist feels a sense of awe and wonder from time to time. For Christians, such 

“mountain-top moments” are not taken as a formal proof for the existence of God. But what 
we see as scientists can resonate with what we perceive through our religious faith. Scientific 
discoveries turn our attention towards the character of God and reinforce our belief that the 

world has been made for a purpose. 
 

This talk will draw on the stories of several scientists who are also people of faith. These 
examples help us to see that, when it comes to answering some of life's big questions, we do 
well to include the insights from both science and faith. 

 
Through the discoveries of science, we can begin to appreciate the intricacies and fruitfulness 

of the living world. We can also explore how these discoveries can hint at “big questions” of 
meaning that go beyond the scope of scientific enquiry. The talk will be suitable for scientists 
and non-scientists, believers and non-believers. There will be plenty of opportunity for 

discussion. 
 

Dr Ruth Bancewicz was previously a postdoctoral researcher in cell biology at Edinburgh 
University. She is now a Senior Research Associate at the Faraday Institute for Science and 
Religion in Cambridge. Her current role is to explore the positive interactions between science 

and faith: www.scienceandbelief.org. She helped to develop the Test of FAITH materials for 
churches and schools which were first launched in 2009: www.testoffaith.com. Her most recent 

book is God in the Lab: How science enhances faith (2015), and she blogs at 
www.scienceandbelief.org. Ruth is a trustee of Christians in Science. 
 

The meeting will take place from 7.30 – 8.45 pm at Trinity Meeting Place, Essex St., Norwich 
NR2 2BJ. All are welcome to this open lecture and discussion organised by Science and Faith in 

Norfolk (SFN), a Norwich-based group loosely affiliated to Christians in Science. No booking is 
required. There will be a (voluntary) retiring collection. Meetings and lectures aim to explore 
the interface between science and religious belief. There will be a bookstall. 

 
For further information contact Professor Nick Brewin (07901 884114); sfnorfolk1@gmail.com; 

https://sites.google.com/site/scienceandfaithinnorfolk/  
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